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About This Game

Hollow Lane follows the story of a teenager named Lucy, who must stop an impending supernatural doom from reaping the
souls of the world and plunging it into eternal darkne 5d3b920ae0
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We're almost ready to release! But. : Dear friends! Currently we are testing the server and adding final modifications to the
game. There is not much time left before the release, but we have one problem. The matter is that the game before the release is
checked by the Steam administration for errors and shortcomings. This check is not over yet, and until this process is over, we
will not be able to publish the game in the store. Most likely, the release will be transferred again. But do not despair! In fact for
this time we will bring in game some more improvements which did not have time to bring before it.. Update: fix bugs,
navigation module! : Update downloaded: - Fixed a bug with the loss of ammunition from the cage when the weapon is removed
from the equipment slot. Now the ammunition appears in the inventory and after the equipment the weapon needs to be
recharged again; - Fixed a bug with the ability to buy equipment from the Shtopor and go into negative. - Fixed a bug where
after the death with a broken backpack the equipment was displayed as if it had not disappeared. In fact it was a visual bug and
when you restart everything would be lost. That's why some players complained that they "lost loot". In fact everything worked
as it should just not fully; - Added a navigation module to the clock now the path to the NPC for the job is displayed by an
additional pointer on the clock which will always indicate the landmark. Perhaps in the future it will be possible to drive some
coordinates in the clock so that they show the direction to this point (thus finding each other by telling their coordinates in the
chat room). This is such an alternative to the map with GPS (and we'll make a map of the map which can be found on the
location and see the approximate outlines of the nearest neighborhoods); Innovation with navigation is made solely for the
support of novice players tk. After watching a lot of videos we concluded that our game is not at all friendly with beginners..
Problems with ping will be fixed in the near future : Dear players! We have some problems with the server. Because of these
problems the game often pings up. We will very soon download an update in which everything will return to normal. We
apologize for any inconvenience caused.. Patch: Optimization, quick loading of locations, bug fixes! : Patch downloaded: - A
number of optimizations of the game code; - Loading neighborhood locations is now faster. It will be possible to require less
resources for this process; - Fixed effects of headlights on cars; - Fixed teleports; - Fixed a drop from the air at the start of the
game (test); - Other improvements.. Fixed a patch fix! : Uploaded fix - Fixed bugs in connection with the latest patch; -
Corrected the display of the black beret on the head; - Changed the damage of the gravity anomaly and also made it possible to
avoid this damage;
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